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Much research on animal communication has addressed how costs or constraints

determined by the oxidative status of an individual can assure the honesty of visual

signals, such as sexually selected color ornaments. However, acoustic communication

has been largely overlooked in this respect. Here, we describe the few available studies

that have considered the role of oxidative status in mediating vocal behavior in adult

and nestling birds. Further, we discuss the theoretical principles of how the honesty of

avian acoustic signals may be maintained by an organism’s oxidative status. We here

distinguish between studies that considered songs and begging calls as indicators of

oxidative status and studies where vocalizations were assumed to be the source of

oxidative costs. We outline experimental and methodological issues related to the study

of bird vocalizations and oxidative stress and describe opportunities for future work in this

field of research. Investigating the interactions between acoustic signals and redox state

may help address some unresolved questions in avian vocalization, thereby increasing

our understanding of the evolutionary pressures shaping animal communication. Finally,

we argue that it will be important to extend this line of research beyond birds and include

other taxa as well.
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INTRODUCTION

Acoustic signals are a major mode of communication that is used to repel rivals, attract mates, or
signal to parents and relatives in many animal taxa. Among arthropods, sound communication is
limited to certain insect species such as orthopterans, cicadas, a few decapod species, arachnids,
and millipedes (Bradbury and Vehrencamp, 1998). These invertebrates produce their acoustic
signals in many ways, such as by rubbing one part of the body against the other, by vibrating
appendages, and other structures or by tapping on specific substrates. By contrast, the majority
of vertebrates that communicate vocally (mainly anurans, birds and mammals) generate acoustic
signals by utilizing the air inhaled when breathing. The characteristic that renders birdsong a
“special case” among vertebrates is that, contrary to mammals (except for human speech and few
other species) and anurans for which vocalizations are innate traits, songbirds (oscines) learn
their acoustic signals from conspecifics, accurately memorizing them for their entire life and
even inventing new parts of song (Miller et al., 2008). These features makes birdsong a cognitive
performance in every respect (Buchanan et al., 2013; Sewall et al., 2013), as well as a unique example
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of complex acoustic communication that has often been
paralleled to human speech because of the neuronal
development, control, and learning processes involved
(Catchpole and Slater, 2008; Miller et al., 2008; Buchanan et al.,
2013). In general, brain function and congnitive performance
can be severely impaired by conditions of oxidative stress (i.e.,
impairment of the redox homeostasis; Halliwell and Gutteridge,
2007), with important implications for physiological, ecological,
and evolutionary processes. Here we will briefly review the state
of knowledge of the relationships between bird vocalizations and
oxidative stress. Since we are not aware of any study that linked
redox homeostasis to acoustic communication in vertebrates
other than birds, we will focus this review on the “avian case.”

From an evolutionary perspective, except for arbitrary traits
evolved by Fisherian runaway processes (Fisher, 1930), the
game between emitters and receivers must be played by reliable
counterparts that honestly signal their state (Polnaszek and
Stephens, 2014), even in the case of nestlings emitting calls to
communicate their state of demand (Johnstone, 1999). Signals
may be honest either because they are costly to produce and
only individuals in an optimal condition can sustain these costs
(handicap principle; Zahavi, 1975) or because they reflect the
condition of the signaler (Andersson, 1994; Hill, 2011; Garratt
and Brooks, 2012), and thus its capacity to maintain optimal
cellular functioning in spite of environmental challenges, as
defined in Hill (2011). Note that the latter hypothesis does not
invoke a cost of signaling to ensure signal honesty (Hill, 2011).

The oxidative status (or redox state) of an organism is a major
component of body condition in all aerobic species, which use
oxygen to efficiently produce energy. Reactive Oxygen Species
(ROS) are potentially toxic by-products of cellular catabolism
that are able to impair organismal function at several levels
(Halliwell and Gutteridge, 2007). To avoid the risk of entering
a state of oxidative stress, the organism has to counterbalance
the oxidative actions of ROS with an appropriate anti-oxidant
defense. One current hypothesis proposes that the balance
between oxidants and antioxidants (i.e., the redox state) can
mediate life-history trade-offs and affect the fitness of an
individual (Costantini, 2008; Monaghan et al., 2009; Metcalfe
and Alonso-Alvarez, 2010; Garratt and Brooks, 2012). Birdsong
can be viewed as the expression of a cognitive trait that involves
several brain functions such as perception, learning, andmemory
(Buchanan et al., 2013). Birdsong is also the consequence of a
careful synchronization of well-defined brain nuclei that can be
vulnerable to oxidative damage (von Schantz et al., 1999; Hill,
2011). Although, a role of the redox state in assuring the honesty
of birdsong has been proposed 17 years ago (von Schantz et al.,
1999), it has only been investigated recently and in a few studies
(Van Hout et al., 2011; Casagrande et al., 2014; Baldo et al.,
2015; Costantini et al., 2015). This strongly contrasts with the
extensive literature on the mediation of visual signal by oxidative
status (reviewed e.g., Blount et al., 2001; McGraw, 2008; Svensson
and Wong, 2011; Hill and Johnson, 2012). Here we provide an
overview of what it is known about the relationship between
bird vocalizations and oxidative stress, considering both songs
produced by adults and calls emitted by nestlings. We outline
some physiological processes that may be the reason why the

production of vocal signals is vulnerable to oxidative stress, thus
potentially reflecting the oxidative status of an individual. We
also discuss evidence for bird vocalizations being costly in terms
of generating oxidative stress. Finally, we indicate gaps in our
knowledge that should be addressed to better understand the
complex interactions between the redox state and the production
of acoustic signals in birds but also in other taxa.

OXIDATIVE STATUS AND SONG ACTIVITY

Birdsong is a signal that functions mainly in the context of sexual
selection, specifically in territory defense andmate attraction (Gil
and Gahr, 2002; Naguib and Riebel, 2014). Field studies have
consistently demonstrated that song traits (e.g., singing activity,
song structure, or song repertoire) are linked to mating success
and paternity (reviewed in Naguib and Riebel, 2014). Likewise,
laboratory studies have shown that females can select males based
on song traits (Nowicki and Searcy, 2004; Catchpole and Slater,
2008). Birds possess specific interconnected brain nuclei that
are designated to coordinate the syringeal, respiratory, and beak
gape motor systems necessary for the production of acoustic
signals (Goller et al., 2004; Nottebohm, 2005). Birdsong is a
cognitive performance that is prone to suffer from oxidative
insult. Brain tissue is both particularly active in producing
ROS and especially vulnerable to the damage caused by ROS
because of a low content of antioxidants (Sorce and Krause,
2009; Costantini and Marasco, 2011; Nayernia et al., 2014). Once
redox homeostasis is altered even to a small extent, ROS can
damage mitochondrial DNA, altering the synthesis of enzymes
and proteins required for oxidative phosphorylation, impairing
ATP generation and perturbing electron transfer through further
leakage of ROS, thus impairing the neural function (Uttara
et al., 2009; Hill, 2014). This condition of oxidative stress is
interesting for eco-physiologists, which aim at understanding
the evolutionary pressures acting on individuals that are not
pathologically impaired in their function. However, a prolonged
state of redox imbalance (oxidative stress) can lead to cell
apoptosis, neuronal damage, and decreased brain performance
(Gilgun-Sherki et al., 2001; Salganik, 2001), thus also to an
impaired vocal signals.

In the last decades several studies have investigated the
role of the redox state in mediating the expression of visual
secondary sexual traits (Alonso-Alvarez et al., 2007; McGraw,
2008; Svensson and Wong, 2011; Garratt and Brooks, 2012;
Hill and Johnson, 2012; Simons et al., 2012), but until now
only few of them focused on birdsong (Van Hout et al., 2011;
Casagrande et al., 2014, 2015; Baldo et al., 2015; Costantini et al.,
2015; Table 1). Studies carried out in captive male European
starlings (Sturnus vulgaris) to investigate whether song activity
can honestly convey information about the redox state, reported
that the administration of dietary lutein through the diet was
associated with an increase in song rate (Van Hout et al.,
2011; Casagrande et al., 2014, 2015). Lutein is a hydroxy-
carotenoid synthetized by autotrophic organisms as an essential
photosynthetic pigment. Animals have to acquire lutein through
their diet. Besides acting as a pigment (Svensson and Wong,
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TABLE 1 | Review of existing literature on the relationships between song traits and oxidative stress.

Species Song

trait

Age

class/life

stage

Study

type

Study

design

Markers of oxidative

damage

Markers of

antioxidant

defense

Main results References

European

starling Sturnus

vulgaris

Song

rate

AD/non-

breeding

C EXP na na Lutein administration associated

with upregulation of both

undirected song and

nest-oriented song

Van Hout

et al., 2011

European

starling Sturnus

vulgaris

Song

rate

AD/non-

breeding

C EXP ROMs (Organic

peroxides, early

products of lipids,

proteins, nucleic acids,

still reactive molecules)

Albumin (thiol)

Cholesterol

Lutein administration associated

with upregulation of behavioral

traits (undirected song),

endogenous antioxidants

(albumin and cholesterol) and a

decrease of pro-oxidants (ROMs)

Casagrande

et al., 2014

European

starling Sturnus

vulgaris

Song

rate

AD/non-

breeding

C EXP na na Birds immunized with LPS sing

only when receiving dietary lutein

Casagrande

et al., 2015

European

starling Sturnus

vulgaris

Song

rate

AD/breeding C COR ROMs (Organic

peroxides, see above)

Protein carbonyls

(end-damage to

proteins)

GSH/GSSG (reduced

and oxidized

glutathione, thiol)

Nest-oriented song negatively

associated with oxidative damage

to proteins

Costantini

et al., 2015

Snow bunting

Plectrophenax

nivalis

Song

rate

AD/breeding W COR ROMs (Organic

peroxides)

OXY (non-enzymatic

total antioxidants)

Song rate positively associated

with ROMs (all individuals) and

OXY (only in good quality

individuals)

Baldo et al.,

2015

Red-winged

blackbird

Agelaius

phoeniceus

Call rate NS W EXP MDA (end-products of

lipid peroxidation)

na No effect of antioxidant

administration on begging calls

Hall et al.,

2010

Yellow-legged

gull Larus

michahellis

Call rate NS W Exp na na Chicks receiving vitamin E emit

more chatter calls

Noguera

et al., 2010

Great tit Parus

major

Call rate NS W Exp Antiox

to laying

mothers

na na Maternally derived carotenoids

increase nestling begging

behavior

Helfenstein

et al., 2008

Magpie Pica

pica

Call rate NS W COR MDA (end-product of

lipid peroxidation)

Antioxidant enzymes

(SOD, GPX, GR)

Forced begging provokes

oxidative stress

Moreno-

Rueda

et al., 2012

Age class refers to adulthood (AD) or nestling (NS) phase and for the former, non-breeding and breeding season have been specified. Study type refers to Captive (C) or Wild (W)

conditions. Study design refers to correlative (COR) vs. experimental studies that manipulated antioxidants (EXP; na states for non-applicable). Further details reported in the text.

2011; Hill and Johnson, 2012) and as an enhancer of the
immune system (Chew and Park, 2004), lutein is mostly known
for its antioxidant properties (Zhang et al., 1992; Ben-Dor
et al., 2005; Pérez-Rodríguez, 2009; Hill and Johnson, 2012).
Specifically, Van Hout et al. (2011) revealed that dietary lutein
boosts the rate of undirected song of males housed in large
outdoor aviaries. The effects of lutein persisted even when these
males were treated with testosterone and shifted their songs
toward nestbox-oriented song, a type of directed song used in
reproductive contexts (Van Hout et al., 2011). Furthermore,
captive male starlings undergoing an experimentally induced
inflammation were able to maintain song activity when being
provided with dietary lutein, while controls birds without
access to extra antioxidants significantly decreased their song
activity (Casagrande et al., 2015). The first physiological evidence
explaining the positive effect of lutein on song indicated that
non-reproducing male starlings supplied with dietary lutein
had increased endogenous thiols and decreased circulating

pro-oxidants (ROMs), suggesting that an amelioration of the
redox state was associated with an increase in song activity
(Casagrande et al., 2014). The latter study also demonstrated
a negative relationship between oxidative damage and the rate
of directed and undirected song, suggesting that the song rate
of male starlings may be constrained by oxidative status. From
an ecological perspective, an experimental manipulation of the
diet simulates natural conditions where the quality of individuals
is determined by their interaction with the environment (e.g.,
because they are better foragers or occupy territories richer in
lutein) and their redox state.

In a follow-up study, the relationship between oxidative
status and song in male European starlings was investigated
during the breeding season (Costantini et al., 2015). In this
experiment, undirected song was not affected by an individual’s
redox state, while the amount of nest-oriented song, which is the
predominant song produced at this time of year, was negatively
associated with the level of oxidative damage to proteins.
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The negative correlation between reactive oxygen metabolites
(biomarkers of ongoing oxidative damage to lipids, proteins,
and nucleic acids) or protein carbonyls (irreversible damage to
proteins) and song rate in captive starlings (Casagrande et al.,
2014; Costantini et al., 2015) may suggest that singing activity is
not a source of oxidative stress per se and thus does not seem to
support the hypothesis that singing performance must entangle
costs to be honest, as postulated by the principle of handicap
(Zahavi, 1975). However, the seminal paper by Van Noordwijk
and de Jong (1986) has nicely demonstrated that heterogeneity
in individual quality, and in particular variation in acquisition
and allocation of resources, can mask trade-offs. Hence, we
cannot exclude that, for example, individuals better able to forage
for high quality resources (rich in energy and antioxidants), or
better able to monopolize a higher amount of resources, or that
are more efficient at up taking antioxidant and other nutrients
from their diets, may be able to invest more in singing and in
defending themselves against oxidative damage. Experimental
manipulation of singing rate is therefore needed to demonstrate
whether singing rate is a source, or not, of oxidative stress per se.

A different perspective emerged when free-living birds were
studied, as in the case of snow buntings (Plectrophenax nivalis)
breeding in a challenging environment such as the Arctic tundra
(Baldo et al., 2015). Male snow buntings were sampled upon their
arrival on the breeding grounds and were followed through the
late egg-laying/early incubation stages. Individuals that sang at
a higher rate and that were in better body condition showed
a higher level of plasma reactive oxygen metabolites (the same
parameter as in the starling study) and a concomitant increase in
non-enzymatic plasma antioxidants, indicating that song activity
is a pro-oxidant but that individuals in good condition can
sustain the oxidative cost of singing by up-regulating their
antioxidant defenses. This correlative relationship suggests that
oxidative costs arising from song prevent low-quality males
from singing at a higher rate. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the only study thus far suggesting that song activity
is costly in terms of oxidative stress (Baldo et al., 2015).
However, from such a correlative approach it is impossible
to discern whether the effect was directly caused by singing
activity or indirectly induced by other trade-offs that individuals
have to face when singing in the wild. Trade-offs with other
behaviors such as foraging or self-maintenance processes can
expose singing males to increased oxidative risk. For example,
a decrease in forage time can limit an individual’s capacity to
select high-quality food while increasing predation risk. Likewise,
decreased investment in self-maintenance processes like immune
function exposes individuals to a greater risk of infections.
All of these limitations create conditions that could potentially
impair the redox state (Casagrande and Groothuis, 2011; Guerra
et al., 2013). Hence, further experimental studies are needed to
assess whether singing can directly affect the oxidative status.
Furthermore, evidence that birdsong can affect metabolic rate
is controversial (Oberweger and Goller, 2001; Ward, 2004) and
not easy to determine (Gil and Gahr, 2002). Even if a clear
relationship between song and energy expenditure would exist,
a high metabolic rate does not necessarily equate oxidative
stress (Speakman et al., 2015). This is because mitochondrial

function during ATP production can vary greatly both among-
and within-individuals, affecting the relationship between energy
expenditure and oxidative stress levels such that ROS production
can be high at times of lowest energy expenditure (Selman et al.,
2012; Royle et al., 2015; Salin et al., 2015; Speakman et al., 2015).

Song activity in adulthood depends on the development
of its neurological structures during early stages of ontogeny
(Nowicki et al., 2002; Buchanan et al., 2003; London and Clayton,
2008; Kubli and MacDougall-Shackleton, 2014). Through such
developmental effects, birdsong offers another way of honestly
signaling individual condition, even if in this case it would refer
to conditions experienced during the early phases of ontogeny
(Nowicki and Searcy, 2004; Peters et al., 2014; Schmidt et al.,
2014). A key characteristic of the song-learning process is the
occurrence of sensitive periods for song memorization, which
coincide with the growth of song nuclei (Brenowitz et al., 1997;
Nottebohm, 2005) and occur when young birds are likely to
face nutritional restrictions (Nowicki et al., 1998). However,
nutritional conditions are not the only way in which food can
limit the development of song. An experimental study on starling
nestlings exposed birds to unpredictable fluctuations in food
availability (without a reduction in overall food amount), which
are conditions commonly experienced in the wild. Unpredictable
food availability during development resulted in reduced song
output, shorter song bouts, and reduced repertoire sizes of
adults (Spencer et al., 2004). An unpredictable food supply
has also been shown to activate the hypothalamus-pituitary-
adrenal (HPA) axis that releases glucocorticoids hormones
(Fokidis et al., 2012; Marasco et al., 2015), which in turn
can have pro-oxidant actions (Costantini et al., 2011a). For
example, elevated plasma glucocorticoid concentrations increase
the metabolic production of reactive molecule species, decrease
the antioxidant protection, and disrupt the repair mechanisms
of oxidative damage (Haussmann and Marchetto, 2010). Thus,
the rapid increases in glucocorticoid concentrations observed
during an endocrine stress response are often associated with
a condition of oxidative stress both in the short and in
the long term (Haussmann et al., 2012). Further studies are
needed to understand the effects of oxidative stress during song
development, the role of glucocorticoids during development
and adulthood, and whether song nuclei are indeed particularly
sensitive to ROS action.

OXIDATIVE STRESS AND BEGGING CALLS

During the nestling phase, young birds solicit food provisioning
by their parents through the repetitive emission of loud calls,
characterized by simple non-structured vocalizations. These
begging calls are often accompanied by specific behaviors such
as wing movements to jostle competitive siblings and certain
postures such as stretching the neck and exposing the gape to
get closer to the source of food (Johnstone, 1999; Saino et al.,
2000; Jacob et al., 2011). Begging calls signal the nutritional
state of the nestling and become more intense with increasing
hunger. However, in general calls are also related to the condition
of the bearer with individuals in better condition able to emit
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longer and more intense vocalizations (Kilner and Johnstone,
1997; Royle et al., 2002). Although it is tempting to assume that
the physical and neurological effort of begging requires a certain
amount of energy, empirical evidence for specific metabolic costs
for begging is, again, controversial (Chappell and Bachman,
2002). However, studies that evaluated the existence of trade-
offs between begging calls and immune function or growth
rate are in favor of viewing begging as a costly performance
(Kilner, 2001; Moreno-Rueda et al., 2012). Furthermore, there
is good evidence that a trade-off exists between oxidative status
and begging behavior (Table 1). Chicks of yellow-legged gulls
(Larus michahellis) that were food-intake restricted, emitted
more chatter calls when receiving vitamin E (Noguera et al.,
2010), indicating that these vocalizations (but not other types
of calls) were constrained by the redox state (Noguera et al.,
2010). Likewise, great tits (Parus major) supplemented with
carotenoids during egg-laying produced nestlings that were able
to beg more intensively than nestlings hatched from control
females (Helfenstein et al., 2008). Magpie (Pica pica) nestlings
forced to beg longer than controls by experimentally withholding
parental provisioning showed a greater oxidative damage to
lipids, indicating that protracted vocalizations are a source of
oxidative damage (Moreno-Rueda et al., 2012). However, it
cannot be excluded that, among other possible explanations, the
stress of waiting for food could have induced the activation of
the HPA axis in these nestlings, which can alter the redox state of
the organism (Haussmann et al., 2012). Finally, it is important
to mention that in red-winged blackbird nestlings (Agelaius
phoeniceus) supplementary antioxidants did not have an effect on
begging behavior (Hall et al., 2010). A major challenge for future
studies is to employ experimental designs that induce birds to call
or sing at a higher rate without inflicting stressful conditions and
quantifying the effect on the oxidative state.

FUTURE CHALLENGES AND STUDY
DIRECTIONS

Conceptual and Experimental Approaches
As outlined in the Introduction, the honesty of birdsong
as signal could be maintained either because it conveys an
individual’s redox state (i.e., song activity is promoted by
increased antioxidant availability, and oxidative damage can
impair song characteristics) or because only individuals in good
condition can sustain the oxidative costs produced by singing.
Although these hypotheses are not mutually exclusive, it is
important to clearly distinguish between them from the outset,
as they lead to divergent predictions as to how the redox state
and birdsong may be related (Figure 1).

Moreover, disentangling the direct effects of song from
indirect processes caused by trade-offs with behavior or self-
maintenance will be crucial for understanding the nature of the
costs associated with song, especially in the wild. Similar to the
hypothesis suggested for the role of antioxidant pigments in
producing honest coloration (i.e., carotenoids have to be traded-
off with health functions like immune responses to produce
intense coloration; McGraw, 2008; Pike et al., 2010; Vinkler and

FIGURE 1 | Simplified relationships between an acoustic signal (song

or call) and the redox state in relation to two hypotheses on the

maintenance of honesty of this behavior: (A) Vocalizations are honest

because they convey information about the state of an individual’s oxidative

status, i.e., oxidative stress limits vocal performance. The main predictions are

negative associations between the acoustic signal and circulating pro-oxidants

(reactive molecules able to oxidize molecules -ROS), oxidative damage

(damage to mainly proteins, nucleic acids and lipids) and enzymatic

antioxidants, which are costly to upregulate and increase only when needed.

Levels of non-enzymatic endogenous antioxidants (e.g., albumin, glutathione,

haptoglobin, uric acid) and dietary antioxidants are expected to be positively

related to the acoustic signal (Casagrande et al., 2014). (B) Acoustic signals

are honest because they are costly, by producing oxidative damage. In this

case an up-regulation of enzymatic antioxidants is expected together with a

perturbation of other antioxidants processes that mainly depend on the quality

of the individual or of their territory (Baldo et al., 2015). In both cases, the

environment (and its interaction with the physiological state) is an important

factor that needs to be taken into account. The two scenarios are not mutually

exclusive. Red arrows are for down-regulating processes and green arrows for

up-regulating ones (Concept of illustration: Lucia Mentesana; graphic

realization: Alessandro Candelari).

Albrecht, 2010; Svensson and Wong, 2011), songs or calls may
be honest because they have to be traded-off with activities that
could ameliorate the redox state (e.g., eating or resting).

Future studies should try to manipulate the oxidative status
of singing males (Koch and Hill, 2016). Providing additional
antioxidants turned out to be an effective way to manipulate
birdsong (see Discussion above), but the mechanisms underlying
these effects are still far from being clear. One valuable
approach could be to impair the antioxidant defense of an
individual to induce a state of oxidative stress. This has recently
successfully been done in captivity by reducing glutathione
production through a treatment of individuals with butathione
sulfoximine (Costantini et al., 2016). An alternative approach
could be to assess song performance in relation to external
and internal challenges known to produce oxidative stress such
as senescence, detrimental developmental conditions, activation
of the immune system, or the presence of environmental
contaminants. For instance, song has been shown to be sensitive
to chemical pollutants, such as heavy metals (Gorissen et al.,
2005) and 2,2′,4,4′,5-pentabromodiphenyl ether (BDE-99) (Eng
et al., 2012). The involvement of sex steroid hormones in
birdsong represents another possible mechanism for oxidative
costs associated with singing and it is related to the possible
role of pro-oxidant sexual steroids (Alonso-Alvarez et al., 2007),
such as testosterone, in mediating birdsong. Two recent studies
tested this hypothesis but could not support it (Casagrande et al.,
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2014; Baldo et al., 2015). At present, we do not consider it
likely that testosterone causes the oxidative costs of birdsong,
first because the evidence for pro-oxidant effects of testosterone
is controversial, and second birdsong is not always testosterone
dependent. For example, some species can sing year-round,
independent of their testosterone levels (Pinxten et al., 2002;
Casagrande et al., 2014). However, further work that considers
different contexts, species, and sex steroids is needed to obtain a
clearer picture about oxidative costs of song behavior mediated
by steroids.

Other approaches that could help to disentangle the oxidative
costs of birdsong vs. the limitations imposed by oxidative stress
on song would be comparative methods. For example, one
could compare individuals of artificially selected lines for singing
behavior (e.g., Mundinger, 2010). A general prediction would
be that individuals from high-singing lines would show more
oxidative damage than those from low-singing ones, which would
document that singing is indeed costly in terms of oxidative
status. Conversely, the potential limiting effects of the redox state
would be expected to be similar for the two lines, provided that
they do not differ in their redox state for other reasons. Similar
predictions could be made for a comparison among species that
vary in the duration of song or the size of repertoires (Garamszegi
and Eens, 2004). Another possibility to examine the relationship
between oxidative stress and birdsong within species would be
to experimentally manipulate song repertoire and activity by
tutoring young birds in the laboratory with high- or low-quality
models (Gil and Gahr, 2002).

Disentangling the Complexity of Birdsong
in Relation to Oxidative Stress
There is still much to understand and know about the role of
the redox state in the expression of birdsong. Studies carried out
so far have assessed the role of the redox state in influencing
singing activity (expressed as song rate) and vice versa. However,
song behavior is a multi-faceted activity encompassing multiple
traits that are not equally important in different species, across
life-history stages or in divergent environments (Gil and Gahr,
2002). For example, species and individuals can differ in their
repertoire size (the number of different elements or song types),
which in turn can be related to the redox state. Most songbird
species sing several types of songs in a redundant modality,
i.e., one song type is serially repeated several times in a bout
before switching to another type (Catchpole and Slater, 2008).
Redundancy can help ensure the correct reception of the signal,
while a switching from one song type to another may serve to
limit neuromuscular fatigue, which can occur when a muscle
is contracted in the same way for a protracted amount of time
(“anti-exhaustion hypothesis”; Lambrechts and Dhondt, 1988).
It has been observed that great tit males sing for a shorter total
amount of time when a single song type was repeated for a
long time (“drift” effect; Lambrechts and Dhondt, 1988). Even
if the phenomenon of drift is not universally observed across
species and individuals (Brumm and Slater, 2006), it suggests
that prolonged vocal performance can cause muscular fatigue.
This phenomenon is well known in humans where antioxidant

supplementation can help avoid the voice impairment and
muscle pain that often afflicts professional voice performers
(Asher, 2013). The prolonged use of the muscles involved in
song production could be a primary source of ROS production,
leading to oxidative damage (Reid et al., 1992). In turn, oxidative
stress can impair muscle force production (Powers and Jackson,
2008), thereby generating among and within individual variation
in song characteristics.

More work is needed to relate different performance related
song traits to oxidative stress measurements. However, the
association between oxidative damage and song performance
may be related to the song repertoire of the individual or the
species. For example, individuals with limited repertoires, due to
e.g., developmental constraints (Pfaff et al., 2007; Peters et al.,
2014; Schmidt et al., 2014) may consistently repeat the same
motif thereby inducing muscular fatigue and oxidative damage.
In such a case it is possible that oxidative damage experienced
during development and manifested for example by telomere
shortening or other extensive oxidative damage, overlaps with
currently ongoing oxidative stress. The latter may be expressed
by circulating levels of pro-oxidants rather than the occurrence
of oxidative damage (see below for an explanation about the
importance of disentangling these two measures of oxidative
status). This is only one possible relationship between redox
state and song repertoire. Song is a complex behavior, with
different song traits having diverse costs and constrains (Gil
and Gahr, 2002). However, at present, studies investigating the
effect the oxidative status on song repertoire, accuracy of song
production, and structure of motives, amplitude and frequency of
the sound and vice versa are completely lacking, while they could
greatly contribute in understanding potential oxidative costs and
constraints related to expression.

Choosing the Right Parameters to
Describe Oxidative Status
This issue has been thoroughly addressed by excellent recent
reviews aimed at clarifying which measures ecologists should
use to study the redox system (Cohen and McGraw, 2009;
Monaghan et al., 2009; Hõrak and Cohen, 2010; Metcalfe and
Alonso-Alvarez, 2010; Selman et al., 2012; Speakman et al., 2015).
Here we would like to emphasize the importance of carefully
evaluating the biological implications that a particular biomarker
can have. For example, the antioxidant system is represented
by three levels of defense, each having distinctive characteristics
and functions (Halliwell and Gutteridge, 2007). The first level
is represented by enzymatic antioxidants (mainly glutathione
peroxidase and superoxide dismutase), which have the role of
detoxifying the organism from ROS before they can damage
molecules such as proteins, lipids, or DNA. Their upregulation
implies that cells are experiencing an increase in ROS and that
they are trying to cope with it (Costantini et al., 2011b; Royle
et al., 2015). As an example, the muscle fibers that are activated
to produce song can upregulate the concentration of antioxidant
enzymes to counteract increased intra-cellular production of
ROS (Powers and Jackson, 2008). Thus, an upregulation of the
endogenously produced antioxidant barrier can be expected in
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good quality individuals. However, even though an up-regulation
of enzymes may help containing the oxidative insult, it is a
costly process (Alonso-Alvarez et al., 2004; Wiersma et al.,
2004; Cohen et al., 2008; Monaghan et al., 2009), with possible
repercussions both in the short- and in the long-term. A second
level of antioxidant defense is represented by non-enzymatic
antioxidants synthetized by the organism such as thiols (e.g.,
glutathione and albumin). These antioxidants have other
functions compared to enzymes, which is to scavenge the ROS
that have escaped the controlled mitochondrial environment.
Plasma concentrations of non-enzymatic antioxidants are
difficult to interpret without concomitant quantification of
biomarkers of oxidative damage (Costantini and Verhulst, 2009).
The third level of antioxidant protection is represented by
dietary (and hence exogenous) antioxidants, such as carotenoids,
vitamins, and polyphenols. The levels of exogenous anti-oxidants
in the body largely depend on their environmental availability
and on the capacity of the individual to acquire them. An
assessment of total antioxidant protection, which includes both
endogenous and exogenous antioxidants, is probably a too
general biomarker for studying oxidative stress and birdsong
because it cannot assess the relative importance of endogenous
and abundant antioxidants from that of essential and potentially
limiting dietary antioxidants. Thus, a separate quantification
of these antioxidant elements should be considered good
practice for assessing their effects on song behavior (Figure 1).
Moreover, even if individuals can modulate their capacity to
uptake dietary antioxidants, this regulation can be affected
by spatial-temporal availability of antioxidants and foraging
quality.

Similarly, the assessment of actual oxidative damage to
lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids to quantify impairment
of vital macromolecules should be separate from those of
active pro-oxidants, such as organic hydroperoxides. Organic
hydroperoxides are early products of oxidative cascades of
an array of substrates including proteins, nucleic acids, and
lipids. These cascades end with the production of protein
carbonyls, DNA adducts and products of lipid peroxidation
(malondialdehyde or MDA; Costantini, 2016). While the latter
compounds are markers of oxidative damage, the former are both
markers of oxidative damage (Costantini, 2016), and of active
pro-oxidants (e.g., Trotta et al., 1981; Runge-Morris et al., 1989;
Zavodnik et al., 2013). In addition, organic hydroperoxides have
clearly been associated with a non-selective permeabilization
of the mitochondrial membrane. Such damages can impair
the phosphorylation process and ultimately cell respiration
(Zavodnik et al., 2013). Cell respiration is a crucial physiological
process that has been proposed to be a unifying mechanism of
honest signaling across different species in the animal kingdom
(Hill, 2014). The redox biomarker should be based on the song
trait of interest. For example, when studying traits related to
repertoire size, biomarkers reflecting the redox state of the brain
should be selected. The most common biomarkers of oxidative
damage that are generated in the brain and measurable in
the blood are the end-products of lipid peroxidation, such as
isoprostanes (Skoumalova and Hort, 2012). These biomarkers
are considered to be enriched in brain tissue that is oxidatively

stressed because of its high PUFA (polyunsaturated fatty acids)
content. An increase in isoprostanes should be detectable in the
blood because these small lipophilic molecules can easily pass
the blood-brain barrier. Isoprostanes are also more stable than
MDA, which is also an end-product of lipid peroxidation, but
one that can still react with other molecules or undergo fast
metabolic conversions (Skoumalova and Hort, 2012). Damages
to proteins are also common in an oxidatively stressed brain
and the quantification of protein carbonyls in the blood can
be important (Skoumalova and Hort, 2012). With respect to
antioxidants, small lipophilic molecules such as carotenoids and
vitamin E are good candidates that cross the blood-brain barrier
and therefore can be measured in the circulation (Gilgun-Sherki
et al., 2001).

CONCLUSIONS

Although, the study of vocalizations in relation to an individual’s
oxidative status is still at its infancy, some interesting patterns
are already emerging. As mentioned above, supplementary
antioxidants can boost vocalizations both in adults (song rate)
and nestlings (begging intensity; Noguera et al., 2010; Van Hout
et al., 2011; Casagrande et al., 2014). However, the overall
picture appears to be complex because the same redox biomarker
may be up- or down-regulated depending on an individual’s
condition and environmental quality (Figure 1). In general,
in light of the complex relationship of avian communication
with the redox state we suggest that studies more strongly
focus on the individual level. Like many other behaviors,
song is a plastic trait that can be performed depending on
individual, social, and environmental conditions. An important
step forward in understanding the relationship between oxidative
status and birdsong could be the study of within-individual
variation across environmental gradients, i.e., a reaction norm
approach (Dingemanse et al., 2010; Dingemanse and Wolf,
2013). Individuals could be stimulated to sing more to increase
the costs of song, for example by prolonging song duration
with conspecific playback, or by inducing louder songs through
exposure to noise (Zollinger et al., 2011). Likewise, nestling
begging calls could be manipulated by exposing nestlings to
stimuli able to solicit their calls but without delaying the
consumption of food. Thus, understanding the physiological
mechanisms of the interaction of birdsong and oxidative status
still presents a formidable challenge for eco-physiologists. Given
that the efficiency of cell respiration has been proposed to be a
general mechanism of honest signaling across vertebrate species
(Hill, 2014), there is an urgent need to study the relationship
between oxidative status and vocalizations in taxa other than
songbirds. Birds produce their sounds in peculiar ways compared
to anurans and mammals. First, birds do not use the larynx but
the syrinx, a unique avian organ entirely enclosed in an inter-
clavicular resonant air sac. The syrinx is composed of several sets
of vibrating membranes that are finely controlled by extrinsic
and intrinsic muscles. The muscular control of avian song is
highly sophisticated as the two sides of the syrinx can be moved
independently and two structured sounds can be produced at
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once. Secondly, the respiration of birds allows them to maximize
their vocalization output, as contrast to anurans and mammals.
In birds, the relaxed position during respiration is with the
lungs partially filled. Moreover, avian lungs are connected to an
extended series of air sacs that guarantee a constant provision of
air, suggesting that birds can vocalize during breathing without
suffering from hypoxia (Bradbury and Vehrencamp, 1998).
Consequently, it is possible that prolonged vocalizations aremore
costly for mammals and anurans than for birds because the latter
have a more efficient respiratory system. Hypoxia is a state of
low oxygen levels that can alter mitochondrial function such
that the rate of electron-transport is decreased, which usually is
associated with an overproduction of ROS (Solaini et al., 2010).
As far as we know studies assessing the role of short-repeated
hypoxia on redox homeostasis in vocalizing vertebrates still
lacking, indicating that more research is needed in this field of
ecology.
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